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Tip top restaurant adrian mi

Closed0.64 hours claim this business This is your business? Claim now to immediately update your business information and menu! This is a nice little restaurant that also offers an excellent breakfast and a good lunch. The service is good, the atmosphere is informal and the prices are reasonable. Mostly, however, the food, although simple, is very tasty.
We have been to this restaurant many times in the last 10 years where we lived in Adrian. We usually go for breakfast as these are one of the better values in town. The lunch menu is also very good mainly featuring comfortable meals. The building finds most people cute and modest. The interior is as small as you'd expect from the small appearance of the
building. When I first brought my mother here, she noted that the restaurant reminded her of places from a bygone era. There's a bit of vintage appeal as the booths and simple tables have a bit of a Depression-era feel. My mother was a child of the '30s and '40s, so I suspect that's why she resonated with him. My favorite here is fried oatmeal, and that's what
I got on our last visit. It's always a treat. This time our daughter, our son and his girlfriend were with us and we all ordered breakfast. My son also had the fried oatmeal, while the other parties had the standard eggs, bacon and potatoes. Everyone enjoyed the breakfast food as the hash browns were particularly tasty and the portions were more than adequate.
Prices have always been excellent here. The total cost of coffee/teas, tax and tips was about $7 per person this time. What we got was a fantastic value. Overall, this is a delicious little restaurant that serves simple American amenities. The breakfast they serve is particularly good and the fried oatmeal is an outstanding item. The service, while back, is always
good as they are efficient and do a great job of making the coffee cup stuffed. The atmosphere at home bordering is nostalgic and the prices are quite reasonable. If you want a hearty breakfast in a relaxed environment, it is worth trying this place. This is a nice little restaurant that also offers an excellent breakfast and a good lunch. The service is good, the
atmosphere is informal and the prices are reasonable. Mostly, however, the food, although simple, is very tasty. Many... times in the last nearly ten years we lived Adrian. We usually go for breakfast as these are one of the better values in town. The lunch menu is also very good mainly featuring comfortable meals. The building finds most people cute and
modest. The interior is as small as you'd expect from the small appearance of the building. When I first brought my mother here, she noted that the restaurant reminded her of places from a bygone era. It has a bit of vintage appeal as the booths and simple tables are a bit of a Depression era My mother was a child of the '30s and '40s, so I suspect that's why
she resonated with him. My favorite here is fried oatmeal, and that's what I got on our last visit. It's always a treat. This time our daughter, our son and his girlfriend were with us and we all ordered breakfast. My son also had the fried oatmeal, while the other parties had the standard eggs, bacon and potatoes. Everyone enjoyed the breakfast food as the hash
browns were particularly tasty and the portions were more than adequate. Prices have always been excellent here. The total cost of coffee/teas, tax and tips was about $7 per person this time. What we got was a fantastic value. Overall, this is a delicious little restaurant that serves simple American amenities. The breakfast they serve is particularly good and
the fried oatmeal is an outstanding item. The service, while back, is always good as they are efficient and do a great job of making the coffee cup stuffed. The atmosphere at home bordering is nostalgic and the prices are quite reasonable. If you want a hearty breakfast in a relaxed environment, it is worth trying this place. More non-delivery take-outbike
parking is good for kidsgood the groupscatersHours or services may vary due to COVID-19. Please contact your business directly to check your hours and availability. From Review: Great Baked Oatmeal at Tip Top Restaurant COVID-19 Alert: Clock and Menu Items May Be Affected by COVID-19 Corona Virus. Please contact the restaurant directly for
updated information. Delivery No Payment Cash Only Parking Yes Good for Kids Yes Attire Casual Alcohol No Reservations No Price Point $ - Cheap Eats (Under $10) $ - Moderate ($11-$25) $ $ $ - Expensive ($25-$50) $ $ $ 0 5/21/2020 - MenuPix User 04/15/2019 - Kandee Great food every time 11/22/2008 - Tip Top Restaurant Very cute, nostalgic
restaurant with home cooked food, friendly service and atmosphere. It's mandatory for breakfast! The owner, Pam Wood, makes everyone feel at home and treats newcomers like family. It's like the '50s. '50s.
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